
New platform to earn by the minute for
sharing knowledge via live video interaction
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BUDAPEST, HUNGARY, August 30, 2018
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Thanks to
Google we can all get to know
everything about almost everything.
But besides the often contradictory
information, your search for
knowledge often can lead to a
marathon of hours between blogs,
vlogs, and movies. Calltheone.com
changes your journey into instant
contact with an expert.

Via calltheone.com you can search for
any subject and instantly
knowledgeable experts will appear
from all over the world on your screen.
With one push at the button, you
create a live video connection and the
expert will instantly answer all your
questions. As you usually pay your
lawyer, gardener or mechanic per
hour, within calltheone.com the first-
minute consult is for free and the rest
of the time you pay a fixed fee per
minute.

You don't need to be a professional to
have expertise

Calltheone.com makes sharing and
asking for knowledge easy, accessible
and affordable for everyone. Not only
as a seasoned professional but also as
a consumer with passion about a
subject, you often possess a lot of
knowledge. Even if it is only about your
last holiday destination or the plants that you have been flowering gracefully in your garden for
years. On birthdays we tell plainly about what we all know and what we have experience with.
Via calltheone.com you can now also earn something from your lazy chair. And as a professional,
it can be a welcome addition to the long queue ride.

Thanks to the profile of the expert and the feedback assessment method, the applicant
immediately sees whether the professional or consumer will meet expectations. And if it is a
mismatch, you'll find out quickly enough and it often only costs a few euros.

The platform has only just started, so it may take some time, but because calltheone.com is
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available worldwide, knowledge from
all over the world will soon be
available. So even if your Wifi goes
down in the middle of the night, there
is always an expert who can help you.

Companies also use calltheone.com. IT
and electronics chain MyCom.nl has
connected all its employees and
presents them on its site. For example,
some employees can also be reached
outside of opening hours for good
advice. Many companies have already
signed up to set up their service desk
in this way. The advantage for the
consumer is not only accessibility.
Thanks to the profile of the employee
you as a consumer know immediately whether you are getting the right person on the line with
the right knowledge about your question.
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